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John 8:32,36, “And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free ... If the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed.”

ELECTROMAGNETIC MIRACLES/DR. PAT HOLLIDAY/DR SABRINA SESSIONS/MARSHALL PEROT SHORT LINK: http://tobtr.com/s/10720871

The invisible powers that they are calling “energy” are demons manipulating modern technologies. They are caging the person’s mind, body and spirit in the circle. Eternal rings and triangles do not have breaks. There are objects in their circles that attract and hold the desired they call “vibrations” but they are demons. A person in need of physical or emotional healing, may indeed require spiritual deliverance Jesus treated the two side by side, Matt. 4:24; 12:22; 17:18; Mk. 9:28-29; Lk. 6:17-18; 8:36; Acts 5:16; 10:38.

The Holy Ghost anointed Jesus with Power over unclean spirits. We have same Holy Spirit and ability to be anointed, with the same measure of power, Acts 10:38; Jn. 17:7; 14:12.

Jesus said we could do the same works Mk. 16:17. "But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you; and ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth," Acts 1:8. He is as merciful, compassionate, and truthful, a present help in time of need. He told us to observe all things, keep His commandments we will receive this power Matt 9:8. Power over all the power of the Devil, Lk. 10:19.

Examples of the caging circles would be a sketched circle, pentagram, hexagram, and a triangle. The supernatural law is that the geometric figure will lock in and enslave the willing subjects within in the circle. The victims standing in the circle physical lives will be protected from the demons killing them as long as they remain inside the ring. Different occult objects are also used such as demonic images, such as magic spells are used for magic spells for love, magic spells money, magic spells for protection, black magic, white magic, candle magic, hoodoo root work...
The hospitalization of music legend Joni Mitchell on Tuesday night shocked and worried millions of fans. Mitchell was found unconscious at her home and rushed to the emergency room, but the nature of her illness is still unconfirmed. The incident revived concern about an odd and mysterious health condition Mitchell has spoken about suffering in the past. It is known as Morgellons disease, and it reportedly affects some 13,000 people in the U.S. It's in fact so mysterious and odd that the consensus in the majority of the medical community is that Morgellons doesn't actually exist. ii

People who complain of Morgellons disease cite a number of symptoms, but the primary issue is the presence of colorful fibers or "filaments" that sprout from lesions or appear under the skin. Symptoms of Morgellons -- named from a 1674 medical paper that described similar symptoms -- also include sensations of itching, biting or crawling on the skin, as well as chronic fatigue, joint pain, difficulty with memory and thinking, mood changes and some neurological problems.

In 2010, Mitchell told a reporter at the Los Angeles Times that she has a "weird, incurable disease that seems like it's from outer space." She said the condition is the reason why she often hides from the public eye. Mitchell described seeing "fibers in a variety of colors protrude out of my skin like mushrooms after a rainstorm: they cannot be forensically identified as animal, vegetable or mineral."

"Morgellons is a slow, unpredictable killer -- a terrorist disease: it will blow up one of your organs, leaving you in bed for a year," she continued. "Morgellons is always diagnosed as 'delusion of parasites,' and they send you to a psychiatrist. I'm actually trying to get out of the music business to battle for Morgellons sufferers to receive the credibility that's owed to them." iii
Over the years, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has made efforts to respond to the Morgellons community by conducting investigations, and even at one point enlisting the U.S. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and the American Academy of Dermatology to help with research. A handful of studies suggest Morgellons is simply an indication that a person may need to seek treatment for depression, skin-picking disorder, anxiety and even substance abuse.iv

One paper published in 2012 in the respected, peer-reviewed journal PloS One -- "Clinical, Epidemiologic, Histopathologic and Molecular Features of an Unexplained Dermopathy" -- identified 115 patients from Kaiser Permanente in California who reported symptoms of the condition. The median age of the Morgellons sufferers was 52, though ages ranged from 17 to 93 years old. A majority were female and white. More than half reported overall fair or poor health, while 77 percent said they suffered from chronic fatigue. The researchers identified cognitive deficiencies in 59 percent of the patients and "clinically significant" somatic complaints -- a fancy term for hypochondria -- in 63 percent.

Physical symptoms also appeared to be questionable to the researchers. Half of hair samples analyzed in the study were found to have drug traces and half the patients had sun damage to skin.

In the study, patients with skin lesions were found to have some type of bug bite (such as fleas, bed bugs or mosquitoes) or self-inflicted wounds from chronic skin picking. The researchers did not collect any specimens that could be categorized as parasites; the main substance identified in samples of skin fibers was cellulose, most likely particles from cotton clothing.

At the completion of the $600,000 study, the researchers still weren't convinced: "This unexplained dermopathy was rare among this population of Northern California residents, but associated with significantly reduced health-related quality of life. No common underlying medical condition or infectious source was identified, similar to more commonly recognized conditions such as delusional infestation," they wrote at the conclusion of their study.

Cindy Casey Holman, a registered nurse and the director of the Charles E. Holman Morgellons Disease Foundation, says the study was flawed and that the bacteria Borrelia burgdorferi (Bb) has been cultured from Morgellons skin lesions.

"A serious and often deadly systemic infection is present in Morgellons samples. Still patients are being prescribed antipsychotics while the infection goes undetected and untreated," Holman told CBS News in an email. "Clouding the picture is that some patients do exhibit psychiatric manifestations. But spirochetal infections, such as Borrelia burgdorferi, are well known to affect
the central nervous system and cause psychiatric symptoms. Yet the infection is ignored while dermatologists offer dangerous antipsychotics as the only treatment."

**EVIL SPREADS**

Evil spreads when good people do nothing. vi

**AN UNFOLDING PUBLIC HEALTH DISASTER THAT WE CAN STOP!!**

Due in part to chemtrails there has been a 10% increase in the number of Americans diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease over the past 5 years, and more than 5 Million people have been diagnosed with the disease.

Currently 1 in 8 people 65 and older have the disease, and 1 in 2 people 85 and older have it. At current predictions, scientists predict the number with Alzheimer’s will grow to 7.7 million by 2030, and to 16 million by 2020, unless something is done to stop this dangerous trend!
(Think about this- will you be able to **AFFORD** the nursing care? Many can’t and have no family to help them. An ounce of **PREVENTION** is worth a pound of so called "CURE."
(Current so called "treatment" is to bombard these people's brains still further with toxic meds such as cholinesterase inhibitors that just horrible side effects and kill them...)

We can **stop this trend** if enough people become aware of the health effects of **sulfur**. It safely **removes Alzheimer’s causing aluminum from the body**. **Sulfur chelates all the toxic heavy metals** being sprayed on us via chemtrails, protecting us from cancer, Alzheimer’s, Asthma, Allergies, Morgellons disease, mental illness, inflammation, type 2 diabetes, and a host of other ailments....

Please read the article below by Dr. Blaylock along with my **previous alert** which has more in-depth information on how sulfur safeguards our health. Please forward this information widely! This anticipated public health disaster does not **HAVE** to happen! We are **NOT defenseless!**

By Russell L. Blaylock, M.D.
*Geoengineering Exposed*

*Chemtrails, Nano aluminum, and Neurodegenerative and Neurodevelopmental Effects*

---

**TARGARTED MIND**

Are you plagued with one or more of the following?
**Something is crawling on and under your skin?**
**Burning and/or stinging sensations?**
**Itching that won’t stop?**
Sores appear out of nowhere and take forever to clear up?
Fibers growing from lesions on your skin?
Black specks in your bed?
Cotton-like substance in your bedding or clothing?  ix

Hi, I’m Richard Kuhns, B.S.Ch.E. (a chemical engineer), also specializing in biofeedback, stress management and relaxation skills and I was a fellow sufferer. In 1994, one exposure led to a life of rashes, itching and biting to the point I considered suicide. Doctors were of no help. Fortunately, my engineering background allowed me to scientifically find through trial and error what works and what doesn’t to get my life back from Morgellons and Other Skin Parasites.

Yes, I’ve Heard of The Debriding Soap and Want It and The Free eBook Now…
Now, if you value having someone on your side who has been infected.³

MORGELLONS DISEASE
According to hitherto findings the Morgellons disease is a mycosis caused by a to date unknown genus of fungi. The disease is not officially recognized; hence there is no acknowledged list of symptoms available. According to different estimations about 300,000 to 600,000 patients worldwide are affected by serious symptoms related to the disease.
During medical treatment it showed that an infection with Morgellons hardly ever leads to visible symptoms. Visible symptoms normally appear only with a weakened immune system. Therefore, the research also touches the typical diseases that lie under a heavy Morgellons infection and are responsible for the weakening of the immune system. It is hard to estimate how many people are actually infected without showing symptoms. It is very likely that the majority of the population of the western countries has been in contact with Morgellons, however their immune system manages to handle the disease more or less without showing visible symptoms.

**DELUSIONAL PARASITOSIS**

The Morgellons disease relates to a number of symptoms. However up to date the disease is not officially recognized. And therefore, there is no official list of symptoms. Normally patients are diagnosed having "delusional parasitosis" and are treated with psychopharmaca.

*MORGELLONS DISEASE IS A MYCOSIS*

After the analysis of photographic documentations from various patients, and a number of interviews regarding previous diseases, the consortium came to the following conclusion: The Morgellons disease is a mycosis, that with a given infection shows open symptoms only in the case that the chemical environment in the human body is in a condition that supports the needs of the fungus. Hence the fungus is not listed in biological records, and the mycelium apparently
is distributed from airplanes, the idea emerged that Morgellons are a genetically modified species, a weaponized myco-insecticide, i.e. a bio-weapon applied against humanity. This would explain why the health authorities deny the existence of the disease.

DISCRIPTIONS
Itching under the skin, open and slow-healing lesions with blue and red fibers as well as blue hexagonal structures growing out of the skin.

Anal and vaginal parturition of Morgellons fruiting bodies.
Having the feeling of insects crawling under the skin. This feeling of being obsessed by insect like beings anecdotally is not necessarily a direct cause of the Morgellons infection. Single patient has been completely healed from the Morgellons infection however still had the problem of sensing insects crawling within the body. Apparently, this crawling is what leads to the regular diagnosis of delusional parasititis.

28-DAY LIFE CYCLE
There are anecdotal reports of a 28-day life cycle of the Morgellons, ending with the parturition of the fruiting bodies.

Shortly before the parturition one female patient reported of heaving the sensation of a strong extraction of bio photons from her body. The process was triggered by pain in the intestines and was experienced as if energy is flowing from the head to the lower body, accompanied with a rhythmically pulsed suction that appears as a sound in the ears. According to her own words the patient during this process of bio-photon-extraction suffered from fever and physical weakness.

People with heavy infections show a number of psychologic patterns. They might become very egocentric, obsessed about talking about their disease, but at the end about 90% miss out on their appointments with doctors, as soon as real help is underway. The disease seems to have the ability to take over part of the consciousness of the patients. Similar symptoms are reported from borrelia. It is advised to have someone assisting with the medical appointments and the application of medication.

Single patients also show whole insect-parts growing out of their flesh.
MORGELLONS DNA

Due to the ability of the Morgellons to assimilate parts of the DNA and carry the morphogenesis of a higher being, possible relatives or ancestors of the eventually genetically modified fungus could be two bio-insecticides: Beauveriabrongnartii und Metarhizium. Due to its morphogenesis and the ability to affect humans another fungus might be related: Basidiobulus, the fungus that causes the perianal crohn disease.

If the several thousand photos processed by the consortium weren’t fake, the Morgellons first grows through the cell tissue, including - according radionic testing - bones and brain. To reproduce, the fungus crosses through the stomach barrier and developed its fruiting bodies within the intestines, and sometimes also within the uterus.

FRUITING BODIES

According to one single patient with strong symptoms one live cycle of these fruiting bodies takes 28 days. The fruiting bodies carry a humanoid morphogenesis. Typical properties of the fruiting body are a shrimp-like form with a hip, a head with a distinct forehead similar to the human embryo in the 20th week of pregnancy, naval cord, a reptile shaped tail and one single insect eye. There are male and female forms, who might form unisexual multiple Siamese twins.
within one fruiting body. The female forms are rather oval and carry pearl-chain-like patterns of red eggs or stem cells under their skin, that have been described by the Carnicom institute as modified human red blood cells that basically withstand everything, burning with a Bunsen flame, deep freezing, vacuum and treatment with acids. The male forms are rather slim and produce a single "bulbus" like structure, i.e. something resembling the mail reproductive organ of a spider. The single insect eye at the same time is the reproductive organ of the fungus itself, producing transparent multilayered hexagonal structures carrying the spores of the fungus.\textsuperscript{xii}

Following the laws concerning medical practice and trade with pharmaceuticals, the consortium is not allowed to promise healing or advise distinct treatments available. The fact that the Morgellons disease is not even related to an officially recognized frame of symptoms makes the legal aspects of this situation even more complex.

**CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT**

The consortium has come to the conclusion that with many forms of mycosis the question if the infection develops heavy symptoms is subject to the chemical environment within the body, and to the vitality of the immune system. Following this opinion, the consortium believes that the best way to heal such infections without side effects is to readjust the chemical environment within the body of the patient. According to this opinion it is not of primary importance to attack or kill the fungus, but simply to re-adjust the parameters of the system back to normal.

These parameters are acidity, availability of certain minerals and vitamins in the body, and the amount of toxins and heavy metals both circulating and deposited in the body. The condition of the environment in the human body is mainly subjected to the uptake of toxins from food and environmental pollution, by genetic pre-disposition and by chronic infections that influence the ability of the body to process food and detox itself. After having evaluated a number of interviews with heavy Morgellons cases, the consortium has identified a repeating pattern of previous diseases that seem to form an environment that supports the outbreak of a heavy Morgellons infection. These previous diseases are: Pyroluria, camouflaged candida and borrelia-infections.

**BLOCKING ABILITY TO TAKE VITAMINS B6, AND ZINC**

Pyroluria originally was a genetically caused disease that blocks the ability of the body to take up vitamin B6 and zinc. A lack of vitamin B6 and zinc affects the ability of the body to detox. 2-3% of the population were affected. Nowadays 30-40% of the population are affected by a secondary pyroluria caused by mercury poisoning.

**CAMOUFLAGED CANDIDA**

Camouflaged candida is a mutation of normal candida-forms. They appear after the application of antibiotics and a follow-up treatment with antimycotics. They stop appearing in their normal yeast-like appearance, instead form isolated bubbles in the blood that camouflage themselves by placing fungus-receptors on the outer surface of the bubble. The immune system hence loses its ability to recognize and attack these candida-enclaves. The c-candida lives from glucose only. By fermenting the sugar, it produces acids and various mycotoxins. According to Ekkehard Sirian Scheller, this candida additionally is associated to an under function of the
liver, i.e. with a loss of the ability of the liver to detox itself and especially the nervous system. This especially concerns mercury.

Borrelia is known to produce a high variety and amounts of toxins and acids, as well as to use up essential minerals like magnesium.

**Fungal Infections**

In this context fungal infections appear in a different light. One could state that the fungi do not attack the body, but that the body takes advantage of the ability of the fungus to absorb and deposit toxins, especially heavy metals. With Morgellons this ability leads to the up-concentration of the blue and red Nano-dyes within the fibers. On the long hand this mechanism leads to a heavy mycosis and a complete intoxication of the human body with fungi, acids and heavy metals.

Against this background the consortium advises to treat a mycosis caused by the mis-adjustment of the chemical environment within the body by readjusting this chemical environment. This especially concerns the treatment of the three common underlying diseases, pyroluria, c-candida and borrelia infections, as well as the treatment of the acidity of the body and the detoxing of heavy metals.

As to the diagnosis of possible genetic pre-dispositions we advise to consult a physician or healing practitioner. As to special diets, food supplements and other alternative treatments we advise to study the findings of the environmental medicine by Dietrich Klinghardt and/or the consultation of a Klinghardt-therapist.

**Researchers Disease Control**

Researchers with the Centers for Disease Control note that the signs and symptoms of Morgellons disease are very similar to those of a mental illness involving false beliefs about infestation by parasites (delusional parasitosis).

**What do researchers know about Morgellons disease?**

A possible link between Morgellons and infection with Borrelia spirochetes has been suggested by one group of researchers. Three in the group are affiliated with the Morgellons Disease Foundation.

In an earlier study, researchers with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) concluded that Morgellons disease, which they refer to as an unexplained dermopathy, isn't caused by an infection or parasites. They studied samples of skin, blood, urine and hair.

Further research is needed to determine whether Morgellons is a new disorder and, if so, to develop diagnostic criteria.

**No Legal Treatment**

Due to the fact that up to now the Morgellons disease has not been officially recognized, the pharmaceutical industry has no legal frame to develop any treatment. The only products that can be offered legally are of energetic, radionic or infopathic character. However, because of
the lack of recognition of these methods it is forbidden to give advice on or advertise single products.
There is a solution available out of the field of "infopathica" that has been developed within this consortium following its findings. For legal reasons the name of the product cannot be published here. "Infopathica" is a trademark registered by Ekkehard Sirian Scheller.
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